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Read the articles and answer the following questions. 
 

 
 

 

 

Haley Sweetland Edwards weighs in on Why we can’t unscramble the fight over encryption. 
 

 

1. (a) What are the arguments for and against encryption? 

(b) Bearing in mind factors such as civil rights, national security, and the rapid development of technology, 

what is your take on the issue? 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

In The Diet Prescription, Mandy Oaklander explains lifestyle-based Type 2 diabetes prevention. 
 

 

2. Explain why America in urgent need of better Type 2 diabetes prevention. 
 

3. Explain what enables lifestyle-based Type 2 diabetes prevention programmes to gain traction as well as the 

factors that may limit their spread. 
 

4. Think of a chronic disease that affects many people in your country. Can a lifestyle-based prevention 

approach help them to manage or prevent the onset of the ailment? How easy or feasible is it to implement 

the sort of prevention and management programmes described in the article? 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Ion Grillo opines that The arrest of the drug lord El Chapo isn’t the victory it looks like. 
 

 

5. Read the opening paragraph of the article. What impression of El Chapo does the writer convey? 
 

6. ‘Today Mexico confirms that its institutions have the necessary capacity to confront and overcome those 

who threaten the tranquillity of Mexican families,” crowed Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto. 

Comment on the writer’s use of the word ‘crowed’, especially given the information presented in 

paragraphs 3 and 4. 
 

7. Comment on the description of the drug trafficking networks in paragraph 5. 
 

8. For more information about Sean Penn’s interview with El Chapo and its aftermath, you could read: 
 

Sean Penn Says His 'El Chapo' Article in Rolling Stone 'Failed' 

nbcnews.com/news/us-news/sean-penn-says-his-el-chapo-article-rolling-stone-failed-n497341  
 

To learn more about drug trafficking across the Mexican-U.S. border, you could use these resources: 
 

Mexican Drug Trafficking (Mexico's Drug War) 

topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/mexico/drug_trafficking/index.html  
 

Where 7 Mexican drug cartels are active within the U.S. 

washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/02/26/where-7-mexican-drug-cartels-are-active-within-the-u-s/  
 

Feds raid drug 'super tunnel' with railway on U.S.-Mexico border 

edition.cnn.com/2015/10/23/us/drug-super-tunnel-tijuana-san-diego/  
 

America's war on drugs is empowering Mexico's drug cartels  edition.cnn.com/2015/06/28/opinions/winslow-drug-war-folly/  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

In The Gospel of Ted, Alex Altman explains how Ted Cruz is campaigning for a GOP nomination. 
 

 

9. In his article, the writer makes the point that Ted Cruz wants to harness the support of social conservatives 

to help him win the GOP presidential nomination. Show how the writer’s choice of words draws attention 

to Cruz’s focus on evangelical leaders and voters. 
 

10. The writer describes how big donors such as Wilks and Mercer help Cruz by linking him up with influential 

leaders or to funnelling multimillion donations into his campaign. Can you raise examples of other 

candidates being given immense support by powerful donors and supporters? Consider the impact of their 

involvement on the American presidential race. Here are a few resources to start you off: 
 

January 25, 2016 
 

Student’s copy 
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When Super PACs Attack   

slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2015/11/super_pac_money_how_political_groups_are_spending_to_influence_t

he_2016.html  
 

Super PAC Backing Hillary Clinton Accelerates Fundraising 

blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2015/09/18/super-pac-backing-hillary-clinton-accelerates-fundraising/  
 

The Families Funding the 2016 Presidential Elections 

nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/11/us/politics/2016-presidential-election-super-pac-donors.html?_r=0  
 

Koch Brothers’ Budget of $889 Million for 2016 Is on Par With Both Parties’ Spending  

nytimes.com/2015/01/27/us/politics/kochs-plan-to-spend-900-million-on-2016-campaign.html  
 

Here’s Exactly Where the Candidates’ Cash Came From   bloomberg.com/politics/graphics/2015-presidential-money-map/  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Complete the contextual meanings of the following words. 

After completing this exercise, use the words in sentences of your own making. 
 

Why Hilary Clinton still can’t escape her husband’s misdeeds 
1. Almost exactly 24 years ago, just before the New Hampshire primary, Bill and Hilary Clinton sat for an 

excruciating interview with 60 Minutes. His presidential campaign had been consumed by lurid tabloid 

tales of his infidelities. Ans: EXCRUCIATING: very [D18] em   or awkward. LURID: 

presented in [D28] vi   shocking or sensational terms 
 

2. And now his wife is being accused of being complicit in his behaviour, because she did not speak out, 

believe his accusers or leave him when the sordid details of sexual misconduct surfaced ... Ans: COMPLICIT: 

involved with others in an activity that is unlawful or [A40] mo   wrong. SORDID: arousing 

moral distaste and [A23] co   
 

3. She can’t aggressively defend her husband without looking like she’s bullying his alleged victims, which 

would alienate her feminist base. Nor can she acknowledge their charges as viable. It’s a double bind. Ans: 

ALIENATE:  making someone feel isolated or [A38] es  . DOUBLE BIND: a situation in which a 

person is confronted with two [A39] ir   demands or a choice between two undesirable courses 

of action 
 

4. … the ultimate sexist irony may be that while Bill’s behaviour didn’t derail his career, it could end up 

seriously damaging his wife’s. Ans: [D6] ob   (a process) by diverting it from its intended 

course 
 

President Obama’s playground grievances at the State of the Union 
5. … his policies pulled us out of a scary economic ditch, and he managed to keep us safe … in a world that is 

careening towards chaos. Ans: moving swiftly and in an [A35] un   way 
 

6. The President did say we’re facing a generation of chaos in the Middle East, but he might have 

acknowledged that we haven’t figured out a way to ameliorate that chaos. Ans: make (something bad or 

unsatisfactory) [A13] be   
 

7. She warned against listening to the “siren call of the angriest voices” or “falsely [equating] noise with 

results.” Ans: used in reference to the appeal of something that is [A33] al   but also potentially 

harmful or dangerous 
 

8. Obama ended his speech with a call for citizenship. I’m usually a sucker for his perorations, but his one 

struck me as a bit thin. Ans: The [A20] co   part of a speech, typically intended to inspire 

enthusiasm in the audience 
 

9. It’s been a mystifying lapse because, in the end, citizenship in a multifarious democracy has to be an active, 

aggressive thing. Ans: MYSTIFYING: utterly [A5] be   or perplex (someone). MULTIFARIOUS: 

many and of [A21] va   types 
 

David Bowie 1947 - 2016 

10. Bowie was a rare artist who inspired not just adulation but imitation, a desire to inhabit and inhale the 

glittering spectacle he presented on album covers, in music videos and onstage. Ans: ADULATION: [A41] ex

   admiration or praise. SPECTACLE: a visually [D22] st   performance or display 
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11. From Major Tom’s lonely “Space Oddity” rocket ride in 1969 to the disquieting “Lazarus,” his last single 

and video, Bowie was always seeking his next great role. Ans: inducing feelings of [D33] an   or 

worry 
 

12. A man of avid and sometimes fleeting fixations, he moved form inspiration to inspiration, wringing all he 

could from each incarnation. Ans: AVID: having or showing a [D15] ke   interest in or 

enthusiasm for something. FIXATIONS: [A43] ob   interests in or feelings about someone or 

something 
 

13. Bowie synthesized his creative force into a string of rebel characters and catchphrases … that altered the 

course of pop music, infusing it with highbrow ideas about art, identity and theatre … If Bowie revealed his 

true self, it was obliquely; he toyed with our perception of him, reflecting back at us our hunger to stand 

out, to be something special. Ans: SYNTHESIZED: combined (a number of things) into a [D27] co 

  whole. HIGHBROW: intellectual or [A19] ra   in taste. OBLIQUELY: [A14] in  . 
 

14. … the recipe for rock’s most audacious creature came together just as Bowie flowered as a songwriter. Ans: 

AUDACIOUS: showing a willingness to take surprisingly [A10] bo   risks. FLOWERED: developed 

naturally or fully; [A1] ma   
 

15. Bowie was uniquely equipped to embody Ziggy Stardust: cheekbones like Catherine Deneuve’s, a 

ballerina’s lithe frame … To these uncanny features he added a shock of spikey, carrot-coloured hair ... 

Ans: LITHE: thin, [A17] su  , and graceful. UNCANNY: strange or mysterious, especially in an 

[D36] un   way 
 

16. When David was around 8, his father brought home a trove of rockabilly singles, including “Trutti Frutti” 

by Little Richard. Ans: a store of valuable or [D7] de   things 
 

17. The ‘70s were an era of artistic triumph for Bowie, but they were a scourge on his personal life. He 

developed such a powerful addiction to cocaine that by 1975, paranoid and out of control … His erratic 

behaviour was captured in the BBC documentary Cracked Actor. Ans: SCOURGE: a source of widespread 

[A26] af   and devastation. PARANOID: unreasonably or obsessively anxious, suspicious, or [D4] mi

  . ERRATIC: [A12] un   
 

Wall Street soap Billions is bullish on drama, bearish on insight 
18. Lewis, meanwhile, brought his three-season run on Homeland an inscrutability that made that show’s 

ditherings work far better than they otherwise might have. Ans: INSCRUTABILITY: the quality of being 

[D14] im  . DITHERINGS: a state of [D34] in   
 

19. As U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades, Giamatti is bent on investigating Lewis’ Bobby “Axe” Axelrod, a hedge-

fund leader for whom extravagant purchases… are mundane. Ans: ordinary; [D3] co  
 

20. In general, Billions chooses furthering the plot over fealty to realism just about every time. Ans: oath of 

[A16] lo   
 

21. He seems dedicated to lavish sprees just to rile Rhoades up. Ans: LAVISH: [D32] su   rich or 

extravagant. RILE: make (someone) annoyed or [A9] ir   
 

22. Rhoades is obsessed with punishment, he feels he lives in the shadow of his father and he shares his wife 

(in a sense) with his primary nemesis. Ans: long-standing [A31] ri  ; arch-enemy 
 

23. And Lara is saddled with such overt hostility (and with a bizarre monologue about a hardscrabble 

upbringing teaching her toughness) that she feels more like a male writer’s idea of a harridan than like a 

character we want to follow. Ans: SADDLED: burdened with something [D11] on  . OVERT: 

plainly [A37] ap  . HARDSCRABBLE: involving hard work and [A29] st  . HARRIDAN: 

a strict, bossy, or [D13] be   old woman 
 

In the midst of atrocity, Son of Saul seeks grace 

24. Saul witnesses all of this and becomes consumed with saving the child’s body form the knife – a post-

mortem would be considered desecration under Jewish law ... Ans: CONSUMED: completely absorbed; [D2] 

en  . DESECRATION: the act of depriving something of its sacred character; make [A42] pr
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25. But everything in Saul’s face … tells us this small but highly risky gesture is imperative. Ans: [A25] cr

   
 

26. But if it’s a demanding film, in the end, it isn’t a despairing one. Ans: showing the loss of [D24] a 

  hope 
 

27. For all its intensity, Son of Saul is never ponderous. Ans: dull or [D30] la   
 

28. At one point a colleague admonishes Saul, “You failed the living for the dead,” and he’s not wrong. Ans: 

[A8] wa   (someone) of something forgotten or disregarded despite it being an obligation or 

responsibility 
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